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Georgia System Operations Corporation is a not-for-profit
system operations company. Our Members are 38 of Georgia’s
distribution electric membership corporations, Oglethorpe
Power Corporation and Georgia Transmission Corporation.
GSOC is one of four companies — along with OPC, GTC and
Smarr EMC — that this group of EMCs (the distribution
Members) formed to provide and deliver wholesale
electric services to them.
GSOC was formed in 1997 when OPC spun off its transmission and
system operations business units to form GTC and GSOC, respectively,
although GSOC, in effect, has been managing system operations since 1990.
As the system operator, GSOC ensures reliable, safe, independent
system operations by controlling and monitoring electric generation,
transmission and distribution assets owned by OPC, GTC, Smarr EMC,
the Members and their power supply partners. GSOC complies with all
applicable North American Electric Reliability Corporation and SERC
Reliability Corporation operating and reliability standards.

At GSOC, we:
nE
 nable our Members to participate in the energy market in Georgia

and the Southeast by providing a range of operations services that allow
them to transact, optimize and account for their business in the wholesale
energy market.
nC
 oordinate and implement reliability requirements in order to assure

the operational stability and performance of GTC and OPC grid
interconnected assets.
n I mplement system operations activities, including dispatch and monitor

generation assets; manage purchase and sales contracts; schedule and
monitor individual hourly transactions; capture the necessary data for
billing; and ensure customer confidentiality by following strict standards
of conduct.
nP
 revent or mitigate system outages by monitoring the substations from

which our distribution Members serve their loads, responding promptly
and effectively to system anomalies, and proactively working to identify
and correct potential issues.
nP
 rovide the support services of OPC, GTC and GSOC by furnishing

shared services functions that include accounts payable, audit, board
administration,
services,
communication,
human
resources,
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information technology, payroll, records administration and training.

From our systems that light up Georgia
to our relationships across OPC, GTC
and GSOC, networking is key to GSOC’s
support of our Member Systems.

Executive Message

Dear Members,
Georgia System Operations Corporation plays an
essential role in the delivery of electricity across
Georgia. As the system operator, we support the
Members, the Family of Companies and the state’s
electric grid through a variety of networks — from
the physical network of our recently completed
multiprotocol label switching and fiber projects,
to our generation and transmission Control
Centers, to our personal networking on projects
and initiatives across the Family of Companies
and with the EMCs.
That networking supported GSOC’s success
in 2015, as we completed significant projects,
developed system tools and worked to deliver
reliable, economical electricity across the state.

A Stronger Network Goes Live
One of our major projects for the last few years
was the installation of the multiprotocol label
switching, or MPLS, and the development of
fiber optics across our statewide system — which,
working with GTC, we completed in 2015.
This communication system connects control
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:: substations, EMC headquarters,
centers,
generation plants and other facilities. It’s a strong
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network, improving reliability and capabilities
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across the state.
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We also broke ground on our new Backup Control
Center, located adjacent to our current one. As
Financials
covered in this report, this facility will position
GSOC to accommodate ever-changing Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, or FERC, requirements
and will better serve us in the event of a campus
Board of Directors

evacuation — even allowing for the incorporation of
critical functions needed by OPC, GTC and Georgia
EMC personnel.

GSOC Board Elects New Chair
The GSOC board elected Anthony Norton as
chairman during the Aug. 4 board meeting,
following the departure of Hugh Rucker.
Mr. Norton brings with him several years of
experience in the state’s EMC network, having
served as chairman for both Snapping Shoals EMC
and Georgia EMC boards. He is also a Smarr EMC
member representative. Mr. Norton joined the
GSOC board in March 2012. A lifelong resident
of Conyers, he is president of Conyers Pharmacy,
which was founded in 1982.
At the March 2015 Annual Meeting, Neal Shepard
was re-elected vice chairman and Harry Park was
re-elected secretary-treasurer.

New Directors Join GSOC Board
Two new board directors were elected in 2015.
Hinson Mosley, from Jesup, was elected member
at-large director, replacing the retired Julian
Rigby. He will serve Mr. Rigby’s remaining term,
through 2017. Mr. Mosley is vice chairman of
Satilla REMC’s board of directors, and he also
serves on Georgia EMC’s board and its legislative
committee. He is retired from Rayonier after
37 years of service.
Donnie Cordell, a member of the Hart EMC board,
was appointed to fill the vacant Scheduling Group
No. 4 member director position. Mr. Cordell

previously worked as an operator for Southeastern
Electric Power Association, or SEPA.

Directors Leave GSOC Board
Hugh Rucker, our board chair for six terms, left
during the summer of 2015. During his tenure
as chairman, Mr. Rucker guided GSOC through a
number of significant accomplishments, such as
GSOC’s smart grid energy grant, a comprehensive
telecommunications network upgrade and
numerous regulatory audits.
Royce Lyles, an outside director on our board since
GSOC’s inception in 1997, retired from his position
effective with the 2015 Annual Meeting. Mr. Lyles
served as chief executive officer of Jacksonville
Electric Authority from 1979 to 1995. He was
one of the industry consultants for OPC prior to
its restructuring into three separate companies.
During the 2015 Annual Meeting, our Members voted
to leave Mr. Lyles’ outside director position vacant.
I look forward to the initiatives and improvements
at GSOC, the Family of Companies and across our
network of Members as we begin another year.
We are prepared to serve our 38 Member Systems
in supplying reliable, cost-effective power across
the state.

Gregory S. Ford
President & CEO
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Strengthening Our
System Operations Network
The tools we use in our
Control Centers, across the
state and among OPC, GTC
and the Member Systems weave
together a strong network that
allows GSOC to maintain a
reliable, economical system
across Georgia’s electric grid.

The MPLS Project
One of GSOC’s major projects in recent years was the installation of
the multiprotocol label switching, or MPLS, system, which replaced the
end-of-life frame relay network.
The MPLS implementation expanded communication capacity by 24 times,
and also improved the security and reliability of our network.
Firewalls will not only protect each substation from cyber intruders, but
will also isolate various applications within the substation from one another.
In the unlikely event that one application is compromised, the others will
still be protected.
Additionally, for the first time, our network traffic will be encrypted to protect
it from interception, which prepares us for any future compliance requirements
related to data integrity.
The MPLS project included
developing and implementing
a carrier interconnection
fiber ring, which provides a
direct connection from the
Primary Control Center and the
Backup Control Center to the
telecommunication carriers. Not
only does the fiber ring increase
the reliability and capacity of GSOC’s connections, but it also stabilizes
our costs. We also lit and made operational the route from Newnan to
Bainbridge, and we worked with GTC to obtain two diverse fiber routes
between Atlanta and Jacksonville. In addition, GTC completed construction
of its Hartwell–Winder fiber route.
The fiber initiative will go on indefinitely as we continue to seek out new
opportunities to expand our infrastructure.
There were challenges with these projects, but GSOC and GTC have
well-structured contracts with service providers and a talented team of
professionals in place, which helped us overcome any significant issues.
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Expanding the Backup Control Center
GSOC has had an operational Backup Control Center for more than
10 years. The current facility would require major structural upgrades
in order for it to continue to meet requirements, so last year GSOC
negotiated to move our Backup Control Center to a more suitable facility
at the same location. Construction began in early 2015.
The first construction phase, modifying the facility to accommodate
the data center for the Backup Control Center, has been completed.
The data center will house the computer network to run the energy
management system, which is also being upgraded. Wiring of the data
center is in progress and computer equipment will soon be installed.
The second construction phase — modifying the facility to accommodate
the Generation, Transmission, and Security and Network Operations
Control Centers — has begun. This phase is on schedule, with construction
to be completed midyear 2016.
In 2015, Facility Services took on the responsibility of upgrading the
backup diesel generator for Building One on the Tucker campus. The
Backup Control Center also requires a backup generator, and a new one
could have cost as much as $200,000. OPC agreed to let GSOC have the
used generator. It was refurbished for a fraction of the cost of a new one
and was installed at the new Backup Control Center.

EMS Upgrade
One of the reasons for building an expanded Backup Control Center is
the upgrade to our energy management system. With the facility being
Content Menu ::
more suitable, the EMS upgrade is being built on site, instead of at the
Executive Message
manufacturer’s facility in Florida and then shipped here. This saves time and
simplifies the process for verifying EMS compliance. The upgrade is going
Narrative
well, remaining on schedule for cutover during fourth quarter 2016.
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GSOC chose to wait a few months in order to get General Electric’s most
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current release, called Power on Reliance 2015. POR 2015 was released
to our project team during the summer. Since then, GE has successfully
configured GSOC’s software, merged the GE-supplied customs, and
converted the database and displays.

A backup control center is a critical component
of an electric utility, allowing the utility to keep
the lights on in the event of a disaster or
evacuation of the primary control center.
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System Operations
New Resources
The T.A. Smith and Hawk Road energy facilities, which are already part
of the GSOC single system dispatch, were available for Member scheduling
beginning Jan. 1, 2016.
These energy facilities have been part of OPC’s energy portfolio for a few
years, but their output has been sold into the energy market. Beginning in
January, the Members can pseudo-schedule their ownership shares, as with
other OPC resources.

As our Members require changes in their generation, sometimes this results
in the acquisition of new generation facilities. The Doyle Energy Facility was
acquired and fully integrated into our Family of Company operations during
2015. GSOC Operations and Shared Services IT worked alongside many stakeholders
across the Family of Companies, as well as with Walton EMC, to help migrate
systems and technology in a seamless and cost-effective manner.

Solar Efforts
Solar projects continue to grow across Georgia. In 2014, solar projects
totaled 8 MW. That capacity grew by 20 MW in 2015, and is expected to grow
by another 200 MW in 2016. Initial capacity reserve credits are increasing
from 10 percent to 30 percent, with subsequent credit based on performance.
The Hazlehurst solar generator, located
in Jeff Davis County in Satilla REMC’s
territory, will be one of the largest
solar generating facilities in Georgia.
The generation will be interconnected
to Georgia’s Integrated Transmission
System via a GTC interconnection
agreement at the South Hazlehurst
substation, at 25 kV. Once completed, the solar array will generate more than
43,000 MW hours of clean, renewable electricity annually.
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The GSOC Operations network worked together
on New Year’s Eve 2015 to add the T.A. Smith
and Hawk Road energy facilities to Member
scheduling by 12:01 a.m. on Jan. 1, 2016.

System Highlights
New SAIDI Measurement: DP-SAIDI

2015 Operations

SAIDI — the System Average Interruption Duration Index — is an important
measurement in GSOC’s and GTC’s support of the Members. This network
of support for our transmission system has significantly reduced SAIDI
over the last two decades.

System Gross Integrated Peak

2015

2014

9,188 MWh

9,601 MWh

Switching Orders Executed

3,134

3,113

Total Prearrange Requests Processed

3,524

3,511

94.26%

93.70%

New Distribution Substations

4

5

New Transmission Substations

0

2

New EMC Metering Points

6

2

CPS2 Compliance (annualized)

The GSOC and GTC boards both approved a new calculation method for SAIDI,
based upon delivery points (or DP), beginning in 2015. Since the new approach
is not based on customer count, it results in metrics that are not skewed by
population density.

GTC Substation Construction

Months Dec. - Load

Sum of3.5Individual

System
Peak
Retired
Sites

3.0

[(Outage Duration) x (Meter Points Interrupted)]

10

2.5

divided by GTC System Total Meter Points Served

Station Capacity Increase/Voltage Conversion

Load Growth (MWh)

6

1.5

The customer-based C-SAIDI calculation used individual customers interrupted
1.0
instead of meter points interrupted.
0.5

Why the change? Metering point-based
0.0 metrics are more appropriate for a
transmission company. Customer-based metrics were developed for distribution
and retail companies. In addition, customer-based metrics can be skewed by
population density.
The number of customers used to calculate the 2014 C-SAIDI was 1,825,281.
The meter points to be used for the 2015 DP-SAIDI goal were 926.
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DP-SAIDI for 2015 was 11.78 minutes, just shy of the goal maximum.
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Based on the new calculation method, the 2015 DP-SAIDI goals were:
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2,000,000
1,500,000

39,587,263
39,314,431

6,000
37,575,498 37,429,348

4,000

This chart illustrates how the
system load has grown during
the past 72 months. Each data
point represents the average
monthly consumption for the
previous 24 months. The load
growth values are inclusive of
all 38 Members.
plotted in Excel - Load-kWh

This bar graph reflects the
annual system peak growth
during the past six years, while
the accompanying line represents
the annual system energy demand
during the same period.
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Energy (total system)

2013 Total System @ B-1:
2013 System Peak @ B-1:

39.99999

2012 Total System @ B-1:
2012 System Peak @ B-1:

35,676,061 mwh
7,966
mwh

35,783,733
9,217
mwh

mwh

System Tools
Through GSOC’s network
— comprising employees
from System Operations, as
well as from GTC, OPC and
the Member Systems — we
develop tools that enhance
communication and
reliability across the
Control Centers and the
statewide electric grid.

ECOT
Tracking outages is an important role that, working
closely with GTC and Georgia EMC, GSOC helps
handle for our Member Systems.
Outage tracking had become a challenging,
time-consuming effort during critical moments.
The EMCs were using different outage tracking
systems, and most had to call in outage updates,
which was distracting during a significant event.
That also made it difficult for Georgia EMC to update
the necessary government entities and press.
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GSOC is helping streamline that process with
ECOT — the EMC Customer Outage Tracking
tool. ECOT offers a systematic data transfer and
centralized information storage process that
allows GSOC to receive customer outage counts
(sustained interruptions lasting longer than one
minute) at 15-minute intervals via an EMC’s outage
management system data export.
ECOT implementation has been completed at
31 EMCs, which are now providing live 15-minute
outage data to the system. These 31 EMCs comprise
90 percent of total EMC customers served in Georgia.

Before the ECOT implementation, EMC personnel
had to manually record outage information via
Georgia EMC’s Storm Center. Clearly, that tracking
method was not the most efficient since information
had to be recorded by hand — at a time when the
EMC was working to restore power.
ECOT has automated the process for the majority
of EMCs, eliminating the need for EMC operations
personnel involvement during an outage. GSOC
continues to work toward integrating each of
Georgia’s 41 EMCs into the ECOT process.

Compliance

CIP Version 3 to Version 5 Transition
NERC’s Critical Infrastructure Protection Standards Version 5, announced
last year, represents a substantial change from the currently enforceable
Version 3 standards.
The most notable change is the tiered impact rating system, which
classifies Bulk Electric System cyber assets into high, medium
and low categories. This approach results in all cyber assets that
could impact BES facilities being in scope for the CIP standards, in
contrast to previous versions, which exempted low-impact devices.
GSOC and the electric utility industry have been under CIP Version 3.
GSOC has now moved to operations under CIP Version 5. We
completed a gap analysis, comparing Version 3 to Version 5 to
identify the differences. We also identified revisions to our current
processes and procedures, drafting new documentation and implementing
new tools.
Though GSOC is not required to begin operating under CIP Version 5 until
July 2016, we completed most of the work and began complying with the
new version in early January 2016.

GridEx III
NERC, industry, and government partners take the mission of grid security
and reliability seriously. They continuously work to strengthen the cyber and
Content Menu ::
physical security posture of the North American bulk electric power system.
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Narrative GSOC, GTC and OPC — participated in NERC’s GridEx III, its third sector-wide
grid security exercise, on Nov. 18 and 19.
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According to NERC CEO Gerry Cauley, about 10,000 people at 315 organizations
— electric generators; transmission companies; law enforcement; and local, state
and federal government agencies — participated in or monitored the GridEx drill.
GridEx III was a grid-focused operational exercise. The Family of
Companies’ team — comprising staff from GSOC, GTC and OPC —
participated from the Tucker campus, receiving sequenced scenario
injects — email, simulated news reports on video and social media,
among others — that detailed simulated scenario conditions. Based
on this information, our participants responded with internal and
external information-sharing activities.
This was the Family of Companies’ first time participating in GridEx,
though we observed GridEx II in 2013.

NERC/SERC and Certifications
GSOC’s Control Center operators continue to maintain 100 percent NERC
certifications. It’s imperative that we maintain these certifications so that
our Control Centers remain NERC-compliant. Our System Operations
Training Center helps our operators prepare for and earn those
certifications and recertifications.
GSOC submitted SERC self-certifications for BES and CIP in 2015. A white
paper, classifying GSOC as medium impact for BES and CIP, was presented
to SERC in 2015. We will receive SERC’s classification at our next audit,
scheduled for 2017.
Speaking of SERC, GSOC President & CEO Greg Ford began serving as
chair of its board of directors in October 2015.

Board of Directors
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Business Continuity

GSOC staff invests time annually to review, update and exercise the business
continuity plans, which has positioned GSOC well for providing continued
and uninterrupted service to all our Members.
In the last few years, we have had the opportunity to use our plans on
several occasions, with weather events and utility outages. In fact, the
Tucker campus had a handful of utility outages in 2015 that necessitated
using our business continuity plans. We passed those real-life tests thanks
to the commitment and hard work of our employees, who are dedicated to
ensuring GSOC’s readiness in any circumstance. And most importantly,
we were able to continue serving our Members.
While all teams exercise annually to be prepared for real events like those
mentioned, GSOC’s business continuity program is an especially important
part of operations. The Control Centers have a business continuity drill every
quarter. During these drills, operators receive notification, without warning,
that operations are moving to the Backup Control Center. All four drills went
well in 2015, with operations transitioning smoothly from the Primary
Control Center to the Backup Control Center.
In addition to exercises and event response, overseeing this decade-long
effort has required a great deal of work, including the development of
numerous materials; selecting an enterprise notification system and
training users on it; coordinating with OPC and GTC; creating and
managing annual business continuity exercises; and much more.
As evidenced by our staff’s commitment, it’s clear that business continuity
is a key component of GSOC’s culture, helping to ensure that we are
positioned to provide continued service to all our Members.
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For many companies, 9/11 was a wake-up call.
And GSOC was no exception. In 2003, we started
a comprehensive business continuity initiative
that has touched every part of our organization.

A Collaborative Enterprise Network

The Shared Services Information Technology network maintains a strong
partnership with the business across the Family of Companies, supporting
not only employees with the hardware and software needed to get their jobs
done, but also the companies themselves in developing and implementing
applications to help them perform better.
SSIT built on its success in 2014 and continued to develop digital —
electronic forms, workflows and collaboration — and mobile capabilities
in 2015. New systems and improved integration between systems
were also implemented to help the Family of Companies
achieve its objectives.

A Mobile Workforce
SSIT partnered with GTC on a new digital and mobile
Operational and Visual Inspection Form. The OV
Inspection Form allows EMC inspectors to electronically
collect and upload distribution substation inspection
data. The data can be viewed securely on any mobile
device, whether connected via cellular or Wi-Fi or in
a disconnected state. A similar form for transmission
substations will be introduced in 2016.
GTC’s Operations & Maintenance team uses the IBM Maximo
Enterprise Asset Management system and an iPad-based Work Management
mobile application to maintain a comprehensive program of preventive and
corrective maintenance work on transmission facilities and assets. Working
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New business benefits are being realized in such areas as storing asset and
work order information in one central location in Maximo, which allows
for easier and more efficient access and maintenance of this information,
preventing the need for many hours of manual data entry.

Providing Efficiencies
Newly implemented systems by SSIT at GTC are providing efficiencies in
asset management, enhancing system reliability and improving collaboration
across the company.
During 2015, SSIT completed the implementation of a new relay management
system, which is providing valuable process automation in relay setting
and testing, as well as strengthening system protection. Power Quality
Dashboard, a new fault location and event management system
implemented by SSIT, is in production using data from digital
fault recorders. This system helps to boost reliability through
quicker identification of faults and coordinated management
of resolution.

A Network of Reporting
New systems by SSIT at OPC are improving collaboration.
An enhanced water-quality system helps collect information
across the fleet of plants for regulatory reporting. In support
of improved capital investment tracking, management and
reporting, SSIT developed automated work flows, systems
integration and other enhancements for many different
departments involved with capital projects at the plants.

Security and Compliance
Maintaining a secure working environment on all systems and computer
devices is critical to keep malicious threats at bay and protect corporate
information. SSIT, working with our external security partners, continues
to invest in tools and training in order to meet its security objectives.
As GSOC and the Family of Companies prepare for important CIP deadlines
in 2016, new cyber security standards require updates to our processes
and technology. SSIT is providing an important role in helping the Family
of Companies meet its compliance requirements through the use of new
security tools and techniques, as well as providing the systems to track
and maintain their compliance program information.
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The Company

Safety Recertification
Safety is always top of mind at GSOC. In 2012, we earned our initial
accreditation through the Georgia Electric Cooperative Safety Accreditation
Program. As a member of the Electric Cooperative Safety Administration
Program, we are subject to unannounced annual safety inspections, which
require that we maintain the high safety standards and awareness that we’ve
already set. We must also be recertified every three years.
We earned our safety recertification from the Safety Accreditation Program
during the fall of 2015, with a final accreditation score of 99 percent. Two
unannounced visits, each of which we did well on, earned us an additional
10 percent, giving us a final score of 109 percent.

Workforce Strategy
One of GSOC’s most important resources is our workforce. As our population
ages and a new generation comes on board, we’ve been implementing a
workforce strategy program to help our changing workforce adjust to the
demands of the electric utility industry.
We launched another important element of our workforce strategy in 2015: a
mentoring program. In this year’s pilot, we paired five younger employees
with seasoned employees, who helped these newer employees better understand
the full picture of our business. The launch of the mentoring program has been
successful and we plan to continue it in 2016.
We also introduced a wellness goal for employees in 2015. This goal is helping
us build a culture of wellness across GSOC. The wellness goal, structured in
two parts, focused on four biometric foundations: blood pressure, cholesterol,
diabetes and weight control. For the first part of the goal, employees completed
live or online training on each topic; the second part had them participate in
screenings in these four categories.
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Board of Directors
Top row, from left: Anthony Norton, chairman; Neal Shepard, vice chairman
Middle row, from left: Harry Park, secretary-treasurer; Donnie Cordell; Randy Crenshaw;
James Goodrich; Chip Jakins; Simmie King
Bottom row, from left: Wayne Livingston; George Loehr; Mike McDonald; Ted McMillan;
Hinson Mosley; Neal Trice
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From left: Greg Ford, president & CEO; Clay Smith, executive vice president & chief legal & compliance officer; Raleigh Nobles, senior vice president,
System Operations; John Sweeney, senior vice president, Data Systems, Settlements & Finance; Tina James, vice president, Shared Services
Administration; Alan Sioberg, vice president & chief information officer
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Member Systems
Member System
1. Altamaha EMC
2. Amicalola EMC
3. Canoochee EMC
4. Carroll EMC
5. Central Georgia EMC
6. Coastal EMC
		
d/b/a Coastal Electric Cooperative
7. Cobb EMC
8. Colquitt EMC
9. Coweta-Fayette EMC
10. Diverse Power
11. Excelsior EMC
12. Flint EMC
		
d/b/a Flint Energies
13. Grady EMC
14. GreyStone Power
15. Habersham EMC
16. Hart EMC
17. Irwin EMC
18. Jackson EMC
19. Jefferson Energy Cooperative
20. Little Ocmulgee EMC
21. Middle Georgia EMC
22. Mitchell EMC
23. Ocmulgee EMC
24. Oconee EMC
25. Okefenoke REMC
26. Planters EMC
27. Rayle EMC
28. Satilla REMC
29. Sawnee EMC
30. Slash Pine EMC
31. Snapping Shoals EMC
32. Southern Rivers Energy
33. Sumter EMC
34. Three Notch EMC
35. Tri-County EMC
36. Upson EMC
37. Walton EMC
38. Washington EMC
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Member
Representative

Member System
Manager

Robert E. Youmans
John H. Bennett Jr.
Lavanda Lynn
Alvin W. Ginn
D.A. Robinson III
Stephen Mullice

Romanous Dotson
Todd Payne
Lou Ann Phillips
Timothy C. Martin
George L. Weaver
F. Whit Hollowell

David Tennant
W.T. Nelson lll
William Huey Hiers
Danny Nichols
Mildred A. Winkles
Christopher L. Stephens
Harrell L. Landreth
Wayne Livingston
Vacant
Gary Drake
David H. Cleveland
Robert F. Ray Jr.
		
H. Lamar Carlton
Thomas A. Rosser Jr.
Neal Dettmering
Gary A. Miller
Dan Thurmond
Jonathan Cantrell
Guerry Hall
Jeffrey W. Murphy
Ed Moore
Randy Crenshaw
Bill Carpenter
Ernest A. Jakins III
Joe Shurley
Chris Dillard
Jim Knight
Lewis Sheffield
Ronnie Fleeman
Randy Crenshaw
W. Lucius Adkins Jr.
Tony F. Tucker
Barry H. Martin
W.H. Peacock
Charles B. Grace
Marty Smith
Jimmy Woodard
John Middleton
Horace H. Weathersby III
Edward M. Brinson Jr.
J.M. Sherrer
Tony Griffin
Robert L. Lewis Jr.
Romeo A. Reyes
Rodney H. Reese
Michael A. Goodroe
Lowell Herring
J. Timothy Register
Gene Morris
Brad Thomas
A. Harvey Lemmon
Michael J. McMillian
Bob Jernigan
J. Ted McMillan
Steve Holt
Carlton O. Thomas
Thomas Noles
C. Hill Bentley
Raphael A. Brumbeloe
Neal Trice
Warren Few
D. Ronnie Lee
Mike McDonald
Wendy H. Sellers		

